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Use a Naming Template to SpecifyUse a Naming Template to Specify
Dimensioned Elements Name FormatDimensioned Elements Name Format

When defining a new Dimension Naming Template, use the Advanced tab of the Dimension
Editor to set the formatting rules for Dimensioned Element tiles and Charts.

1. A1. Access Content > Dimension > select an existing or create access Content > Dimension > select an existing or create a
new onenew one

Open the Dimension Information tab

1. After 'Collect Values' completes, you can view the distinct values in the grid below
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2. Collect Dimension values2. Collect Dimension values

1. Define the Value you plan to use for adding Dimension Values to the Dimension. In
this example we are adding data manually. For more information refer to one of the
following articles:

◦ Create a Dimension with Manually Entered Values
◦ Upload Dimension Values using a CSV File
◦ Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values
◦ Collecting Dimension Values from Metric and Report Data

2. Add Dimension Values using the respective procedure.
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3. Open the3. Open the ''AAdvanced' tab to review existing templatesdvanced' tab to review existing templates

NOTENOTE: Example is using a dimension that is already used in at least one Element - this is just for
display purposes.

3.1. These are the same T3.1. These are the same Templates without dimension valuesemplates without dimension values
substitutionsubstitution

1. Prefixes such as 'by', 'for' and 'in' can be used before either parameter
2. Suffixes such as 'Supplier', 'Status' and '-' (dash) can be inserted after either

parameter
3. You can also add a new element name template by selecting the last option in the

drop-down list

NOTE:NOTE: Both 'Element Name' or 'Dimension Display Value' can be either first or last.
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4. A4. Adding new Element Name Tdding new Element Name Templateemplate

Decide which parameter to use first and click link to add. The corresponding parameter is
added to the Display nameDisplay name field

4.1. Example of adding free-form data to template4.1. Example of adding free-form data to template

4.2. A4.2. Add second pardd second parameter and optional suffixameter and optional suffix
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NOTE:NOTE: You can experiment with the placement of prefixes, suffixes and parameters to ensure a
meaningful name is displayed

Save to review actually substitution

4.3. New template is automatically selected for use4.3. New template is automatically selected for use

New template is automatically selected for use

5. A5. Advance settings for Compound Dimensionsdvance settings for Compound Dimensions

Open the Dimension Editor for a combined Dimension.
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5.1. Open the A5.1. Open the Advanced tab to add new template as shown in Step 4dvanced tab to add new template as shown in Step 4

1. Set TypeType to 'compoundcompound' (this is optional)
2. Notice that Element Name Templates have three parameters: '<Primary Dimension

Value> <Secondary Dimension Value> <Element Name>'
3. Creation of new Template proceeds a shown in Step 4
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Create a Dimensioned Element that has only aCreate a Dimensioned Element that has only a
Total TileTotal Tile

Since there may be a lot of Dimension Values with a chart per each of them, in order not to
clutter your Homepage you may want to only display a 'Total' tile providing access to other
Dimension Values. This approach will be applied to all Metrics associated with the
Dimension. There is no way to selectively apply to only one of several Metrics that uses the
Dimension.

REQUIREMENTSREQUIREMENTS

• Use a Dimension that includes a 'Total' Dimension Value
• Make sure that all Dimension Values are set to Show as TileShow as Tile for 'No'

The required settings are illustrated in the steps below.

1. Homepage before Update1. Homepage before Update

1. Click the Ger icon on one of the Tiles related to this dimension element to open the
Metric Editor

2. In the Info tab verify the assigned Dimension
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2. A2. Access the required Dimension Editorccess the required Dimension Editor

In the Info tab verify the following configurations:

1. Verify that the Combines existing DimensionsCombines existing Dimensions field is set to 'no'
2. Verify that Include "total" Dimension ValueInclude "total" Dimension Value is set to 'yes'
3. Verify that Show as TileShow as Tile option is set to 'N' for each Dimension Value

2.1. V2.1. Verify the 'Show as tile' default configurerify the 'Show as tile' default configurations in the Aations in the Advanceddvanced
tabtab
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Verify that Dimension Value "show as tile" defaultDimension Value "show as tile" default is set to 'no'

2.2. Set the T2.2. Set the Total Dimension Votal Dimension Value to "Show as Tile" to "Yalue to "Show as Tile" to "Yes"es"

1. In the Info tab click the GearGear icon to edit the 'Country Total' Dimension Value
2. Set Show as TileShow as Tile to 'yes'

3. Open Metric Editor for elements dimensioned b3. Open Metric Editor for elements dimensioned by Countryy Country
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1. Open the Associations tab
2. Select the Element from the grid to open its Editor
3. Click Update the ChartUpdate the Chart (re-generate)

4. Homepage after Update4. Homepage after Update

1. Only the TOTAL Country Dimension will be available on the Homepage.
2. Charts for other Dimension Values can be accessed from drop-down list in the

Viewer.
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Create a Dimension with Override Data SourcesCreate a Dimension with Override Data Sources
for its Dimension Valuesfor its Dimension Values

Override Data SourcesOverride Data Sources feature is helpful in case you need to collect data for a single
element from several Data Sources of the same type (for example, Google Analytics)
simultaneously.

If you have a consolidated Data Source where data for all Data Sources is maintained, there
is no need to override Data Sources. The same Data Source can be used for all Dimension
Values in that case. This solution is simpler since a single Dimension can be used for all
Metrics and Reports.

The setup process covered in this article is applicable for account-based Data Sources
where you want to provide a similar kind of dimensioned access; for example, to Facebook.
In that case, you'll need to create a Dimension named 'Facebook' with separate accounts
presented as Dimension Values and plug-in based Data Source to be used as a Override
Data Source for each Dimension Value.

The following example is based on the assumption that you need to create an 'Hourly
Website Visitors' Metric to measure traffic on five different websites simultaneously using
Google Analytics as Data Source.

1. A1. Access Content > Dimensionsccess Content > Dimensions
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1. The list of the Dimensions available in the system opens
2. Click [+New Dimension][+New Dimension]

The Add Dimension pop-up opens.

1.1. Define the basics1.1. Define the basics

Originate a new Dimension as shown in the example above.

1. SaveSave your entry

The Dimension Editor opens.
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1.2. Create Dimension V1.2. Create Dimension Values for each entity providing dataalues for each entity providing data

Create a DimensionDimension ValueValue for each entity where data should be collected (in our case, for each
Website)

SaveSave your entry.

2. Create a connection for each Dimension V2. Create a connection for each Dimension Valualu
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1. Create a separate Data Source for each Dimension Value. For step-by-step
instructions on creating a connection to Google Analytics refer to Establish
connectivity to Google Analytics

2. Once connection to each Dimension Value Data source is created, return to the
Dimension Editor (For this example, use the Dimension that was created in Step 1)

3. Assign the corresponding Override Data Source to each3. Assign the corresponding Override Data Source to each
Dimension VDimension Valuealue

1. EditEdit the Dimension Value in the grid
2. Assign the Plug-in created for this Dimension Value as an Override Data SourceOverride Data Source

SaveSave your changes.

NOTE:NOTE: The Override Data SourceOverride Data Source setting is only available on the Edit Dimension Value pop-up
when you have set Issue a data fetch command forIssue a data fetch command for to 'Each Individual Dimension Value'. 'Bulk'
dimension fetches cannot be configured with an Override Data SourceOverride Data Source.
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4. Create a Metric4. Create a Metric

Create a new element with attention to these settings:

1. Dimension it by:Dimension it by: Choose the Dimension created in Step 1.
2. Data Source:Data Source: Select ANY of the Google Analytics Plug-in Data Sources that you have

configured for the Dimension Values (here the example plug-in is used): IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:
Metric Insights will override whatever choice you make here and use the correct plug-
in Data Source for each Dimension Value

3. Plug-In Command:Plug-In Command: Write the command as if you were fetching data for only a single
Dimension Value. NOTE:NOTE: The Dimension bind parameter should not appear in your
fetch command.
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5. Create a Group for Each Unique Dimension V5. Create a Group for Each Unique Dimension Valuealue

Grant this Group access to the created Dimension with one or several Dimension Values (in our
example, data collected from one or several Websites).

The Group settings described below are optional. They are only required if you want to restrict
access so that data collected from a specific Website is only available to members of this Group.
You can assign new users to this Group in the Members tab and authorize access to specific
Dimension Values in the Dimensions tab.
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Tips & Tricks: Working with Thousands ofTips & Tricks: Working with Thousands of
Dimension ValuesDimension Values

Data-driven alerts are among the most compelling features of Metric Insights. They're even
more compelling when combined with dimensions. A single, dimensioned metric can easily
be used to monitor many data streams. You'll want to be careful, however, when the
number of dimension values becomes very large. You can easily wind up with an
unmanageable set of charts that don't provide the key insights you really need. In this issue
of Tips & Tricks, we'll show you a general method to handle large numbers of dimension
values.

You can accomplish similar functions by creating a Change Report:Change Report: see Create a Change
Report

SummarySummary

Let's say that you're a manager for a bank that has 10,000 customers. As a protection against
accounting errors, you've asked to be alerted if any account balance changes by more than 20%
on any given day. Your first inclination might be to create a Daily Balance metric, dimensioned
by Account. You could then set at alert that would fire if today's balance differs from yesterday's
balance by more than 20%. What's wrong with that?

For starters, you probably expect some number of large transactions every day. You'll therefore
receive daily alerts even when nothing is wrong. When a computer glitch does occur, you might
not notice that your email digest includes an unusual number of charts. And even if you do take
notice, you'll need to interpret a large number of charts, when what you really want is a list of
affected accounts.

Alternate ApproachAlternate Approach

Fortunately, there is a better approach. Let's start with what you want, namely, a list of affected
accounts. You can easily create such a list by writing an appropriate SQL statement against your
database. For instance:

Select account_id, balance_today, balance_yesterday
From source_table
Where balance_today < 0.8 * balance_yesterday
Or balance_today > 1.2 * balance_yesterday
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Use your SQL statement as the basis for a report named 'Affected Accounts'. You could place
the report in a favorite folder, but since you only want to see it when glitches occur, we'll
connect it to the alerting mechanism instead. Here are the necessary steps:

1. Report Settings1. Report Settings

At the Report Editor > Data tab:

Set the Snapshot Report (keep history)Snapshot Report (keep history) field to 'yes'

Set Use Report as Source (save as system table)Use Report as Source (save as system table) to yes. Metric Insights will preserve each day's
list of affected accounts in a MySQL table that can be used to create other elements.

2. Build the Metric to trigger the alert2. Build the Metric to trigger the alert

Build a metric based on the report. The SQL command is simple -- we'll just count the number
of entries by day:

Select measurement_time, count(*)
From affected_accounts
Group By 1

NOTE:NOTE: You may be familiar with this process if you've read our earlier article on snapshotting.
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3. Create a new Alert3. Create a new Alert

At the top right corner of the Report Viewer click an AlertAlert icon. The Add Alert rules for pop-up
opens. Click [+ New rule][+ New rule].

3.1. Tie the Metric to the Report3.1. Tie the Metric to the Report

Connect the Report to the Metric by assigning it as an “alert metric.” Alternatively, scroll down to
the bottom of the drop-down list and click Define a new Metric from <report name>Define a new Metric from <report name>.
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3.2.3.2.

Create an Alert with a threshold of, say, 50 affected accounts. Now if the Metric issues an alert,
it will be as if the report had issued an alert as well.

4. Finally4. Finally, subscribe to the report alert, subscribe to the report alert

ResultResult

Now we have what we want: A list of affected accounts, which will be delivered only when it
contains more than 50 entries. This is much more useful than a daily collection of charts, which
you may quickly learn to ignore.
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The key point here is not to avoid dimensions but to apply them thoughtfully. Let's see how we
might do that in the current example.

Let's say that your 10,000 accounts are divided among ten local branches. In other words, each
branch represents 10% of your accounts. If a computer glitch occurs at only one of them, the
number of affected accounts might fail to exceed your system-wide 50-account threshold. You
can avoid that outcome by dimensioning everything by Branch and setting a lower threshold.
You'll still have a manageable number of dimension values (10 instead of 10,000). You'll also
have a more sensitive alerting mechanism that can detect branch-level failures without issuing
system-wide false alerts. Finally, you'll have a mechanism for distributing alerts to the people
who should act on them, namely, the branch managers.

The method described in this article is quite general. The next time you're tempted to create a
dimension with a large number of values, consider this approach first.
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Dimensioned MetricsDimensioned Metrics
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Upload Metric Data Using CSVUpload Metric Data Using CSV

If the data for your Metric is to be collected manually, you can uploaded it as a CSV file
(delimited by a comma or other character).

This feature is available for:

• Windows OS
• Mac OS (save your Excel file as a CSV file to use this method)

CSV file requirements:

• If you are uploading data for Undimensioned Metric or only one Dimension Value of
the Dimensioned Metric, confirm that the CSV file that you plan to use contains only
two columns: Measurement Date/TimeMeasurement Date/Time and Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

• If you are uploading data for multiple Dimension Values, make sure that the CSV file
that you plan to use contains three columns: Dimension Value, Measurement Date/Dimension Value, Measurement Date/
TimeTime and Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

If you are uploading data for Compound Dimension Values, see Creating Compound
Dimensions using Selected Values for details

If you are uploading data for Parent/Child Dimension Values,see Collect Values Manually for
a Child Dimension for details
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1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Select the appropriate Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval and Measure ofMeasure of value from the drop-
down lists

2. Since we are creating a dimensioned Metric, select the required Dimension form the
drop-down list below. For more instructions refer to: Creating Dimensions

3. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the
fields above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice

Next: define detailsNext: define details

2. Complete details and load data2. Complete details and load data
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1. Choose 'Manual/CSV Data' as a Data Source In the Data SourceData Source field select 'Manual/
CSV Data' option from the drop-down list

2. Click Load dataLoad data

The Manual Metric Data Entry Editor opens.

3. At the bottom of the page click 'Load from file'3. At the bottom of the page click 'Load from file'

1. This field is shown for Dimensioned Metrics only. Select if you want to upload CSV file
with data for all Dimension Values; alternatively, select a specific Dimension from the
list.

2. Click Load from fileLoad from file

The Load from file pop-up opens
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4. Loading CS4. Loading CSV file for a Dimensioned MetricV file for a Dimensioned Metric

1. Load data for:Load data for: select whether or not you are uploading data for one Dimension Value
(in this example, multiple Product Category values are being uploaded) or multiple
Dimension Values.

2. If you are uploading only one Dimension Value data, select the Dimension Value from
the drop-down list

3. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
4. Choose the format in which the date/time is represented in your CSV file
5. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine

Once the required file is browsed, click Import.Import.
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4.1. If necessary4.1. If necessary, request a sample CS, request a sample CSV fileV file

If you want to enter the Manual Metric value into a CSV file and you are unsure about its
format, click sample CSVsample CSV filefile link to obtain a file into which you can enter data after saving it

5. Review Results5. Review Results
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NOTE:NOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, the system will provide you with
information on the issues occurred

1. Click OKOK to close the results pop-up
2. Click CancelCancel to close the Load from File pop-up

6. Review uploaded data in the grid6. Review uploaded data in the grid

1. If you are ready to generate the Manual Metric chart, click Update live chart.Update live chart. Note
that the option of making the Metric visible On Homepage is already activated by
default; deactivate if you do not want to display the Metric on the Homepage

2. If not, click Metric editorMetric editor to continue entering settings
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Write a SQL Statement for a DimensionedWrite a SQL Statement for a Dimensioned
MetricMetric

This article outlines the requirements for a SQL statement that fetches data for a
Dimensioned Metric.

The screens below are from the Metric Editor. For a step-by-step guide for defining a new
Metric using the Metric Editor, see Create a Dimensioned Metric

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES

• This article assumes that the Dimension has already been defined using the
Dimension Editor. For details on how to define a Dimension, see the articles in
Creating Dimensions

• This article also assumes that the Dimension is configured in the Dimension Editor
to fetch all values in a single SQL Statement (rather than one SQL statement issued
per Dimension Value).

1. SQL Statement Requirements1. SQL Statement Requirements

The SQL statement for a Dimensioned Metric must return the following columns in the result
set:
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1. A Key Value of the Dimension
2. A measurement date/time
3. A measurement value

Measurement date/time must be returned in ANSI date format, with or without the time: "YYYY-
MM-DD" OR "YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS". These values in the data set are automatically
normalized based on the Measurement Interval set for the metric. For the most commonly
used Intervals:

• DailyDaily: Set to the beginning of the day. e.g. '2012-12-28 12:22:33''2012-12-28 12:22:33' is truncated to
'2012-12-29 00:00:00''2012-12-29 00:00:00'

• WeeklyWeekly: Set to the last day of the calendar week based on the calendar week table in the
Metric Insights database. The default week is Sunday through Saturday.

• MonthlyMonthly: Converted to fall on the first day of the calendar month. e.g. '2012-12-28''2012-12-28' is
converted to '2012-12-01''2012-12-01'

It is also important to ensure that only a single row is returned in the data set for a specific
normalized date and Dimension key value pair. If the data set contains multiple rows that are
normalized to fall on the same date, the last value collected is retained and all other values are
discarded. For example, if SQL for a Daily Metric Dimensioned by Country returned the
following 2 rows:

USA, '2012-12-28 12:32:00',2012-12-28 12:32:00', 25

USA, '2012-12-28 08:12:00','2012-12-28 08:12:00', 44

Since this is an example of a Daily Metric, both of the above date/time values would be
normalized to '2012-12-28 00:00:00'2012-12-28 00:00:00' and the first row in the result set would be discarded (only
the value of 44 would be recorded for the specified date).
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2. Collecting data incrementally2. Collecting data incrementally

If you would like to fetch data incrementally, you can include the ':last_measurement_time'last_measurement_time'
variable in your SQL statement. This variable is set at run-time to be the measurement time of
the most recent metric value collected in the Metric Insights repository for the metric.

If you do not include :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time in your SQL Statement, Metric Insights will re-
fetch ALL historical values. In this case, new metric values will be added and existing values will
be updated based on the result set of your query.
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2.1. Setting limits on incremental data collection2.1. Setting limits on incremental data collection

In dimensioned metrics that are batch-collectedbatch-collected, :last_measurement_time is set to be the
earliest 'last measurement time' value across all dimension values.

The following additional controls can be set on the value assigned to :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time

1. You can set an offset to use in computing :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time and this offset will
be used to collect additional historical data. For example, if you set up the On dataOn data
collection also re-run lascollection also re-run last '7' days, the system will subtract 7 days from the last
measurement time to set the :last_measurement_timelast_measurement_time variable.

2. You can set a maximum number of days that the system will go back to collect data.
This is useful in situations where you have some Dimension values that are no

longer accumulating values.

For example, if you have the following measurement times for various 'Country' Dimension
values:

'USA' 2012-10-02

'UK' 2012-10-01

'Australia' 2011-03-01

The value of :last_measurement_time in this scenario would normally be set to '2011-03-01'
since that is the earliest 'last measurement time' across all Dimension values. If your
organization is no longer doing business in Australia, that Dimension may never collect
additional data and you may not want to re-collect all data from that point in time. By
instructing the system to Batch Load Data Going back no more thanBatch Load Data Going back no more than 14 days,
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:last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time would be set to be at most 14 days before the latest 'last
measurement time' across all Dimension values. In this example, this would be 14 days before
2012-10-02 which will result in :last_measurement_time being set to '2012-09-18'.

3. Recollecting all history for New Dimension V3. Recollecting all history for New Dimension Valuesalues

Normally, when a new Dimension Value is created for an existing Dimension, data for an
existing Metric will be collected from the earliest ':last measurement time' across all Dimension
Values. You can specify that ALL available history be collected for a new Dimension value by
including the '<single-fetch></single-fetch>' tag in your data fetch command. This tag will be
removed from regular data collection and will ONLY be used for data collection for new
dimension values.

For example, if your SQL statement for a metric dimensioned by 'product_subcategory' is
written as follows:

SELECT product_subcategory, calendar_date, sum(total_amount)
FROM daily_order_summary s, product p
WHERE p.product_id = s.product_id
<single-fetch> AND product_subcategory = :product_subcategory </single-fetch>
AND s.calendar_date > :last_measurement_time
group by 1,2

The system will first process the above command for any NEW Dimension Values that have
been added since data collection was last performed for the metric:

SELECT product_subcategory, calendar_date, sum(total_amount)
FROM daily_order_summary s, product p
WHERE p.product_id = s.product_id
AND product_subcategory = :product_subcategory
AND s.calendar_date > :last_measurement_time
group by 1,2

The above statement will be run once for every new product category value (with the key value
of the product subcategory substituted for ':product_subcategory' in SQL).

Once all new Dimensions have been processed, another fetch command will be issued to
collect new measurements across all Dimension Values by running the SQL statement without
the contents of the <single-fetch></single-fetch> tag. The following SQL statement will be run:

SELECT product_subcategory, calendar_date, sum(total_amount)

FROM daily_order_summary s, product p

WHERE p.product_id = s.product_id

AND s.calendar_date > :last_measurement_time

group by 1,2
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4. Writing a SQL Statement for Single and Bulk F4. Writing a SQL Statement for Single and Bulk Fetchetch
CommandsCommands

Dimensions use fetch commands to tell Metric Insights how to collect data for elements. There
are two methods: single ('Each Individual Dimension Value') and bulk ('All Dimension Values at
Once'). A bulk fetch attempts to retrieve all the data in one request whereas a single fetch
command makes multiple requests to retrieve the data.

In most circumstances, bulk fetch is sufficient so it is the default setting for new Dimensions.
Although, there may be conditions where a single fetch is required. An example is when the
SQL query requests three columns but the data source can only return two columns at a time.
This would take more than a bulk request to gather the data, so using the single option is
necessary. Imagine that a SQL table has columns for all the information you want: Sales Rep,
Date, Amount. A bulk fetch can accomplish this. Now imagine that you have distinct tables
named after each Sales rep, and only have columns Date and Amount in those tables. A single
fetch is needed to query all the tables to get the same information.

The SQL format for using a Dimension's bind variable depends on the fetch command. If a
Dimension uses a single fetch, the bind variable (:product_category here) is included in the
'where' clause:

Select calendar_date, sum(total_amount)
From daily_order_summary a, product b
Where a.product_id = b.product_id
and b.product_category = :product_category
group by 1

If the dimension uses bulk fetching, then you need to select the dimensioned column
('wine_vintage' in this example) and not include the bind variable in the 'where' clause:

Select wine_vintage, calendar_date, sum(total_amount)
from daily_order_summary a, product b where a.product_id = b.product_id
group by 1, 2

NOTE:NOTE: Metric Insights will tell you what you need to return in the SQL query. Look at the notes
to the right of the SQL StatementSQL Statement box and it will define the columns to include or to use the
bind variable in the clause.
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Dimensioned Multi-MetricsDimensioned Multi-Metrics
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Create a Dimensioned Multi-MetricCreate a Dimensioned Multi-Metric

You create a Dimensioned Multi-Metric using the same procedure as for an Undimensioned
Multi-Metric, except that once you designate the Multi-Metric as being 'Dimensioned', only
Undimensioned Metrics and those Metrics dimensioned by the same value will be available
for inclusion.

For more details, view lesson on Creating a non-dimensional Multi-Metric here

1. A1. Access New > Multi-Metricccess New > Multi-Metric

1. Select a DimensionDimension from drop-down
2. SaveSave to display the full Multi-Metric Editor.
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2. A2. Add a Metric to the Chartdd a Metric to the Chart

1. Open the Metrics to the Chart tab
2. Click [+ New Metric][+ New Metric]

The Add Metric to Chart screen opens.

3. Select Metrics from the drop-down3. Select Metrics from the drop-down

1. The Metric NameMetric Name drop-down contains Undimensioned Metrics and Metrics
dimensioned by the same Dimension as your Multi-Metric

2. Select charting options for this metric

SaveSave and repeat to add metrics as needed.
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4. The Metric grid with your choices will be created4. The Metric grid with your choices will be created

5. Specify the charting options in the 'Charting'5. Specify the charting options in the 'Charting' andand
''AAdvanced' tabsdvanced' tabs

1. Set any additional 'Charting Preferences' for the full Chart
2. Change any of the 'Advanced Settings' that you wish

Click Enable & PublishEnable & Publish to view resulting Chart
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6. Review the Chart6. Review the Chart

7.7. Example of how all dimensions of a single metric can beExample of how all dimensions of a single metric can be
displadisplayed on one chart using a Multi-Metric.yed on one chart using a Multi-Metric.

1. Add each dimension as a separate metric
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2. Example of Multi-Metric chart for all dimensions of Weekly Sales by CountryWeekly Sales by Country Metric
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Dimensioned ReportsDimensioned Reports
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Create a Dimensioned ReportCreate a Dimensioned Report

This article provides an overview of the process used to create a Dimensioned Report using
a batch-collected Dimension.

This article outlines additional items required to setup a Dimensioned report. For other
option, see Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Report.

PREREQUISITEPREREQUISITE

You must first Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values before following the
process described in this article.

1. A1. Access New > Reportccess New > Report

Define Basics:

1. Provide a unique descriptive NameName for your Report
2. As for the Report TypeReport Type, select 'Standard Report'. For more information on Change

Report option, see Create a Change Report
3. Select a ReportedReported Interval from the drop-down list
4. Optionally select a CategoryCategory
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5. Select 'yes' as you are to create a dimensioned Report and assign a dimension to a
report (select an existing one or create a new one the go)

Next: Define ReportNext: Define Report

2. Return Dimension V2. Return Dimension Value as first Columnalue as first Column

NOTE:NOTE: The first column returned by the data fetch command should be the Dimension value.

3. Dimension Drop-Down Appear after Report Is Enabled3. Dimension Drop-Down Appear after Report Is Enabled

NOTE:NOTE:
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There is NO Dimension Total in the Dimension Value pick list on aThere is NO Dimension Total in the Dimension Value pick list on a Report.Report.

For a Dimensioned Metric there is a clear way to generate the Dimension Total Chart by
summing all the individual Dimension Values for additive Measures only. Since Reports often
show data across multiple Dimensions and often contain some data that is additive and some
that is not, there is no logical method of determining how to build the data set to support a
Report's Dimension Total version.
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Source Dimensioned Report Data from CSV FileSource Dimensioned Report Data from CSV File

If the data for your report is to be collected manually, you can uploaded it as a CSV file
(delimited by a comma or other character). This feature is available for:

• Windows OS
• Mac OS (save your Excel file as a CSV file to use this method)

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

• CSV file requirements: If you are uploading data for multiple Dimension Values,
confirm that the CSV file that you plan to use contains the Dimension Values in
Column A

For Undimensioned Reports see Source Undimensioned Report Data from CSV File

1. Load Data1. Load Data

1. In the Report Editor open the Data tab
2. Data SourceData Source: select the 'CSV or Excel File' option from the drop-down list

Load DataLoad Data
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2. Define the date for which you want you data to be2. Define the date for which you want you data to be
displadisplayedyed

The Load From File pop-up opens.

3. Select the file and load3. Select the file and load

1. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
2. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine

Once the required file is browsed, click Import
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4. Review Results4. Review Results

NOTENOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, you will receive information to allow you to
correct the problems.

1. Note that the Sample Result SetSample Result Set shows the data uploaded
2. Each Column from the CSV file is listed in the Report ColumnsReport Columns grid. You can move

them using the arrows at the end of the row.
3. If you are ready to generate the Report click Update live ReportUpdate live Report
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Collecting Data on Report RequestCollecting Data on Report Request
If the Report has multiple Dimension Values, you can choose one of the following scenarious for
updating its instances:

1. Retrieve information for all Dimension Values either at regular intervals or by setting
data dependencies via Data Collection Triggers. Refer to: Create a Data Collection
Trigger (Scheduled / Externally Triggered)

2. Alternalively, new fresh data for a Dimensioned Report can be collected on demand
(only when the Report is opened in the Viewer or sent in a Digest, etc.). Current
article describes this method.

NOTE:NOTE: This method is unavailable for Reports sourced from CSV and Excel and Snapshot
Reports (How to create a Snapshot Report).

Report Editor > Data tabReport Editor > Data tab

Data Collection Settings

If you create a dimensioned Report from scratch, you can follow the general instructions in this
article: Create a Dimensioned Report.

The key Data Collection settings you should pay attenyion to are in the Report Editor > Data tab:

1. Data Source:Data Source: This approach is available for Dimensioned Reports sourced from:
◦ SQL Data Source
◦ Plug-in Data Sources
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◦ Datasets without User Maps applied to them

2. Collect data:Collect data: choose 'on Report Request'.
3. Expire on start of:Expire on start of: choose a Data Collection Trigger from the drop-down list. Cached

reports should be expired at the start of the associated data Collection Trigger to
avoid a cached version generated before the most recent data collection event from
being displayed / sent.

Setting up Single Fetch for Compound Dimensions:
Compound DimensionsCompound Dimensions

The mothod descibed below is only used for Compound Dimensions, i. e. those, which
combimne information from Primary and Secondary dimensions. Refer to: Understanding
Compound Dimensions

Setting up single fetch for Reports with Compound DimensionSetting up single fetch for Reports with Compound Dimension

Another great way to set up targeted Data collection is to set up single fetch for Reports with
Compound dimensions.

In order to do that, a single fetchsingle fetch condition is added to the Statement as follows:

<single-fetch> where primary_dimension_name=:variable AND
secondary_dimension_name=:variable </single-fetch>

This condition is used to collect data for one specific instance (with data for a specific
combination of primary and secondary dimension values).
When another combination of primary and secondary dimension values is created, the system
generates a new instance on the fly.
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On Request Reporting + Single Fetch = Targeted Data
collection

Combining on demand Report collection with single fetch settings creates perfect environment
for enhancing system capacity.

Instead of "collecting everything all the time", only the required data is fetched just when it is
needed.
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